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The Dostoevsky Machine in Georgetown: scientific translation in
the Cold War
Michael D. Gordin

Princeton University, New Jersey, USA

SUMMARY
Machine Translation (MT) is now ubiquitous in discussions of translation.
The roots of this phenomenon — first publicly unveiled in the so-called
‘Georgetown-IBM Experiment’ on 9 January 1954 — displayed not only
the technological utopianism still associated with dreams of a universal
computer translator, but was deeply enmeshed in the political pressures
of the Cold War and a dominating conception of scientific writing as
both the goal of machine translation as well as its method. Machine
translation was created, in part, as a solution to a perceived crisis
sparked by the massive expansion of Soviet science. Scientific prose was
also perceived as linguistically simpler, and so served as the model for
how to turn a language into a series of algorithms. This paper follows
the rise of the Georgetown program — the largest single program in
the world — from 1954 to the (as it turns out, temporary) collapse of MT
in 1964.
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1. Introduction

Everyone called it an experiment, but it was more of a demonstration. On 7 January 1954, at the
world headquarters of the International Business Machines Corporation at 57th Street and Madison
Avenue in midtownManhattan, members of the press filed into a room dominated by the 701, IBM’s
first commercially available scientific computer. The 701 was an attraction in its own right: costing
roughly $500 000 (over $4 million in 2014 dollars), it consisted of eleven separate units and took up
as much area as a tennis court.1 It was about to do the impossible: to translate Russian into English.

© 2014 Taylor & Francis

CONTACT Michael D. Gordin mgordin@princeton.edu
1The full machine consisted of the 701 Analytic Control Unit, the 706 Electrostatic Storage Unit, the 711 Punched Card Reader, the
716 Alphabetical Printer, the 721 Punched Card Recorder, the 726 Magnetic Tape Readers and Recorders, the 731 Magnetic Drum
Reader and Recorder, and a Power Supply and Distribution Box. Compared to today’s machines, it had 9K of memory and could
perform up to 16,000 operations a second. Today’s machines can perform billions of operations per second, and have several
orders of magnitude more memory. On computer hardware in this period, see Mina Rees, ‘Computers: 1954’, Scientific Monthly,
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Léon Dostert, the director of Georgetown University’s Institute of Languages and Linguistics, and
Cuthbert Hurd, the director of IBM’s Applied Science Division, presided over the public unveiling
of over a year’s worth of work — mostly a collaboration between Georgetown linguist Paul Garvin
and IBM mathematician Peter Sheridan— to apply a vocabulary of 250 Russian words and six rules
of ‘operational syntax’ to render over 60 Russian sentences into readable, indeed entirely gramma-
tical English, at a rate of one every six to seven seconds.

Dostert, a dapper man sporting his customary well-trimmed moustache, called the experiment a
‘Kitty Hawk’ of machine translation (MT). ‘Those in charge of this experiment now consider it to be
definitely established that meaning conversion through electronic language translation is feasible’, he
said, and predicted that ‘five, perhaps three years hence, interlingual meaning conversion by elec-
tronic process in important functional areas of several languages may well be an accomplished
fact’.2 MT would open the door to full automatic translation of not just Russian science into English,
but any text in one language into any other. The press was appropriately amazed, and a series of
articles flooded popular and scientific media about the ‘Georgetown-IBM experiment’ and the future
of MT.3

The birth of MT represents the convergence of several intertwined histories of science and
language in the years of the early Cold War. On the one hand, attention to science, especially Soviet
science, was ascendant, with anxiety stretching back at least to the surprisingly early detonation of
the first Soviet nuclear device in 1949. The ColdWar was shaping up to be, at least in part, a scientific
race. The Soviet Union’s science infrastructure became the largest in the world in the 1950s, and in
principle one could simply follow the vast published literature. Yet there was, however, a practical
obstacle for the Americans: Russian. Thus, almost as soon as the guns stopped firing in 1945, the
American science establishment came to believe itself deep in the throes of a crisis of scientific
language.4

That goes some way to explaining the attention to scientific publications in Russian, but it falls
short of bringing us to machine translation. On the one hand, the construction of elaborate programs
on fantastically expensive computers seemed a potentially revolutionary way to deal with the
language barrier, but surely all those power brokers were not especially interested in Soviet findings
on the chlorination of benzene. Political pressure in the United States was focused instead on reading
Soviet documents for intelligence purposes; the goal was figuring out how to translate Russian
rapidly, full stop. Yet science was special. Over the first postwar decade, we see a sharp redefinition
of scientific language as a peculiar subspecies of language— one that was lexically, semantically, and
syntactically simpler, and thus more tractable to the limited computer power available. MT was
spawned by the convergence of two forces: US scientists who wanted to read Soviet publications,
and backers who became convinced that scientific language would unlock the secrets of Russian
grammar. This vision made machine translation thinkable, and then the intractability of producing
algorithmic maps of languages within the rapid time-frame forecast by Dostert in 1954 brought it,
within a decade, to a catastrophic collapse worldwide.

79, no. 2 (August 1954), 118–24; and Cuthbert C. Hurd, ‘Computer Development at IBM’, in A History of Computing in the Twentieth
Century: A Collection of Essays, edited by N. Metropolis, J. Howlett, and Gian-Carlo Rota (New York, 1980), 389–418. For all Hurd’s
pride in the experiment, he got the name of his Georgetown collaborator wrong, naming him Professor Dorot (on 406).

2Dostert quoted in W. Schweisheimer, ‘Language Translation by Electronic Computer’, Mechanical World (December 1955), 534–5
(534).

3See, for example: Jacob Ornstein, ‘Mechanical Translation: New Challenge to Communication’, Science 122, no. 3173 (21 October
1955), 745–8; and ‘Language Translation by the Electronic “Brain”’, Science News-Letter 65, no. 4 (23 January 1954), 59. A full
bibliography of the press accounts is available in W. John Hutchins, ‘The First Public Demonstration of Machine Translation:
The Georgetown-IBM System, 7th January 1954, (March 2006)’, available at http://hutchinsweb.me.uk/GU-IBM-2005.pdf, accessed
16 September 2011.

4For a full discussion of this trajectory, see Michael D. Gordin, Scientific Babel (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, forthcoming
2015), chapters 8–9. For a survey of the perceived crisis, which however does not emphasize language training as much as scien-
tific training, see John Rudolph, Scientists in the Classroom: The Cold War Reconstruction of American Science Education (New York:
Palgrave, 2002).
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2. The Russians are writing!

According to one estimate in 1948, more than 33% of all technical data published in a foreign
language appeared in Russian; German — the most common foreign language for American scien-
tists to read — had only achieved only 40% at its peak.5 According to the Chemical Abstracts, the
number of Russian-language publications abstracted in 1913 was 2.5% of the total; in 1940, that
number had risen to 14.1%, and in some subfields like mineralogic chemistry was a whopping
17.3% of the published papers. Much of this expansion came at German’s expense: over the same
period, the once-regnant language of chemistry had imploded from 34.4% to 13.4%. By 1958,
among the fifty different languages from which Chemical Abstracts drew their information, Russian
(17%) trailed English (50.5%), but was already greater than German (10%) and French (6%) com-
bined. In 1970, Russian had reached 23%, and the Soviet Union was producing as many publications
in chemistry as the United States.6 These numbers must be read alongside the growing baseline: the
amount of chemical activity in the world from 1909 to 1939, for example, had quadrupled, so Rus-
sian’s percentages here were vaster slices of an ever expanding pie, a growing mountain of Cyrillic
science. As the editor of Chemical Abstracts put it in 1944: ‘The necessity in chemistry of the reading
of Russian will increase.’7

This need not have generated a crisis. In the past, American scientists had tamed the deluge of
German scientific publications by learning the language. But suddenly, as World War II receded
into the past, American scientists found that their hard-won knowledge of Teutonic word order
and compound nouns less and less important. In a 1958 survey, 49% of American scientific and tech-
nical personnel claimed they could read at least one foreign language, yet only 1.2% could handle
Russian.8 That was actually an improvement. In 1953, the National Science Foundation sponsored
a sampling of 400 000 scientists and engineers, and had found roughly 400 who could read Russian
without difficulty— a tenth of a percent.9 From these quite low numbers, by 1962 5.6% of American
scientists claimed to read Russian. That seems like progress, but it must be compared to the backdrop
of 50% who knew German and 35% who knew French.10 For the newborn National Science Foun-
dation, language was a central problem: ‘The principal barrier to gaining knowledge of the Russian
scientific effort is the Russian language. Very few scientists and engineers are able to read scientific
papers in the original Russian.’11

The situation was even worse than the raw numbers indicated, for in the late 1940s, at precisely
the moment the Cold War set in, language became intensely politicized within the Soviet Union in
a manner that would severely diminish the ability of Westerners to access Russian science. On 14
July 1947, the Communist Party’s high command determined that publication of Soviet scientific
research abroad constituted a betrayal of native scientific resources.12 The three ‘prestige journals’
published within the Soviet Union in foreign languages were shuttered: the Comptes rendus of the

5N. W. Baklanoff, ‘Scientific Russian’, Modern Language Journal, 32 (1948), 190–4 (191).
6J. G. Tolpin, ‘Teaching of Scientific Russian’, American Slavic and East European Review, 4 (1945), 158–64 (158); and idem, ‘The Place
of Russian Scientific Literature in Bibliographical Work’, Journal of Chemical Education, 21 (1944), 336–42 (336).

7E. J. Crane, ‘Growth of Chemical Literature: Contributions of Certain Nations and the Effects of War’, Chemical & Engineering News
22 (1944), 1478–81, 1496 (1478, 1481 [quotation]). In fact, the number of Russian chemists grew by twenty-five times between
1875 and 1940, and they were increasingly productive, producing eighty times the quantity of publications. I. I. Zaslavskii, ‘Rol’
russkikh uchenykh v sozdanii mirovoi khimii’, Uspekhi khimii 13, no. 4 (1944), 328–35 (331).

8Kurt Gingold, ‘Translation Pools — Ideal and Reality’, Journal of Chemical Documentation, 1, no. 2 (1961), 14–9 (14).
9Advisory Panel on Scientific Information, Minutes of the First Meeting, 12 October 1953, National Science Foundation Records,
National Archives and Record Administration, College Park, Maryland, RG 307, Box 18, Folder: Scientific Information Office: Advi-
sory Panel on Scientific Information, (4). [Hereafter NSF Records.]

10J. G. Tolpin, ‘Surveying Russian Technical Publications: A Brief Course’, Science 146, no. 3648 (27 November 1964), 1143–4 (1143).
11Office of Scientific Information, International Exchange of Scientific Information, 2 November 1955, NSF Records, Box 18, Folder:
Scientific Information; and NSF, The Second Annual Report: Fiscal Year 1952 (Washington, DC, 1952), 33. In fact, the Russian
language barrier was cited in Vannevar Bush’s original position paper calling for the organization: Bush, Science: The Endless Fron-
tier (Washington, DC, 1945), 114.

12Nikolai Krementsov, The Cure: A Story of Cancer and Politics from the Annals of the Cold War (Chicago, 2002), 131. On Stalin’s per-
sonal commitment to technical linguistic debates at precisely this moment, see Ethan Pollock, Stalin and the Soviet Science Wars
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), chapter 5.
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Academy of Sciences, in French, and the Acta Physicochimica and the Journal of Physics of the
USSR, which published in English.13 (The earlier German-language Physikalische Zeitschrift der
Sowjetunion perished in 1938, a victim of Nazism.) Even worse, it had been customary for Rus-
sian-language publications to include either abstracts in English or German (and sometimes
French) or at least a translated table of contents. After September 1947, both were eliminated, mak-
ing it all but impossible for non-Russian readers even to figure out what was in a journal, let alone
read it.14 At the very moment when it had become more important than ever for Americans to
follow Soviet science, the vast trove of it was locked behind the bars of the impenetrable Russian
tongue.

3. Inventing ‘Scientific Russian’

The first Russian classes at a US university date to the last five years of the nineteenth century. Har-
vard College, spurred by the pressure of its chief librarian, Archibald Cary Coolidge, hired Leo
Wiener to teach Russian in 1895, promoted him to assistant professor in 1901, full professor in
1911, and then guided him to retirement in 1930. Across that career, Wiener seeded the slow
bloom of Russian language teaching across the country. His student George Rapall Noyes was
hired by Berkeley in 1901, and the University of Chicago and Yale shortly followed suit with appoint-
ments of their own.15

Before 1914, there had been only five universities in the USA with regular instruction in Russian,
which had grown to only 19 in 1939. With mobilization on multiple fronts for the Second World
War came a vigorous effort to train officers to speak foreign languages. By the time of the attack
on Pearl Harbor, the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP)— which eventually encompassed
some 40 languages — drove that number up to 86 campuses around the country, and after the
Soviets’ climactic victory at Stalingrad that number shot up to 112 by 1946. Cornell and Georgetown
— where Léon Dostert helmed the language program— were the first to adopt ASTP methods after
the war.16 Despite 211 universities and colleges offering Russian in 1953, however, enrolments
dropped by 25% from the peak of 1947–48, the opposite of the growth trend in other foreign
languages. In 1954–55, 4 000 students were enrolled in Russian courses, compared with 70 000
enrolled in German, 95 000 in Spanish, and 110 000 in French.17 And then the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik, and the whole situation changed, seemingly overnight.

Dostert was paying attention: ‘Prodded by unexpected and external developments— be it a Pearl
Harbor or the orbiting of a Sputnik — we are suddenly brought to a realization that the national
efforts in the teaching of foreign languages and related fields have not been adequate to meet our
need.’18 Congress passed the National Defense Education Act in 1958, which funnelled more than
$28 million (over $2 billion in 2013 dollars) for pre-university education in foreign languages.
Thanks to this infusion, 19.1% of US high school students were enrolled in foreign-language courses
— a huge improvement, although still lower than the equivalent 19.5% in 1934, and the whopping

13John Turkevich, ‘Science’, in American Research on Russia, edited by Harold H. Fisher (Bloomington, 1959), 103–12, on 105–6;
idem, ‘Soviet Physics and Chemistry’, in Soviet Science, edited by Ruth C. Christman (Washington, DC, 1952), 70–9 (75).

14Theodosius Dobzhansky, ‘Russian Genetics’, in Christman (note 13), 1–7 (6); J. R. Kline, ‘Soviet Mathematics’, in Theodosius Dobz-
hansky, ‘Russian Genetics’, in Christman (note 13), 80–4 (82–3).

15Albert Parry, America Learns Russian: A History of the Teaching of the Russian Language in the United States (Syracuse, 1967), 50–8;
Rudolf Sturm, ‘The Changing Aspects of Teaching Russian’, in The Study of Foreign Languages, edited by Joseph S. Roucek
(New York, 1968), 170–83 (175).

16Jacob Ornstein, ‘Structurally Oriented Texts and Teaching Methods since World War II: A Survey and Appraisal’, Modern Language
Journal, 40 (1956), 213–22; idem, Slavic and East European Studies: Their Development and Status in the Western Hemisphere
(Washington, DC, 1957), 9; Parry (note 15), 107.

17Parry (note 15), 112, 130; Jacob Ornstein, ‘A Decade of Russian Teaching: Notes on Methodology and Textbooks’, Modern
Language Journal, 35 (1951), 263–79 (263).

18L. E. Dostert, Frederick D. Eddy, W. P. Lehmann, and Albert H. Markwardt, ‘Tradition and Innovation in Language Teaching’, Mod-
ern Language Journal, 44 (1960), 220–6 (220).
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35.9% enrolled in modern languages in 1915. By 1959, 400 US high schools offered at least one
course in Russian.19

It was not enough. Alan Waterman, the first director of the NSF, announced in November 1953
that the ‘problem of languages can be met on a long-term basis only by stiffer language requirements
for science students.’20 The solution was to fundamentally redefine the Russian language, so that
when scientists learned Russian, they would not be learning what you and I might conventionally
understand as ‘the Russian language’.

Instead, they would learn ‘scientific Russian’ or ‘technical Russian’. This was, according to most
commentators, a different beast from the tongue of Dostoevsky and Pushkin — a more docile,
friendlier beast. As one booster of this idea noted as early as 1944: ‘Many of the factors that make
conversational and literary Russian so forbidding are absent in scientific Russian, and an impressive
number of new factors, inherent in Russian scientific writing,’ such as an international vocabulary
and the presence of mathematical and chemical formulas, ‘come to the aid of the reader’.21 But
George Znamensky, who taught generations of scientists to read Russian at MIT, did not refer to
those features when he declared that ‘scientific Russian is comparatively simple’.22 He meant that
the Russian itself was different: a reliance on the passive voice, simplicity of clauses, and authorial
emphasis on clarity over stylistic virtuosity.23 ‘Virtually everything about technical Russian’, one
advocate insisted, ‘except the alphabet and the pronunciation, differs to some degree from the
study of Russian as we normally know it.’24

The construction by American scientists and Russian teachers of this category of ‘scientific Rus-
sian’ implied the need for different kinds of courses. Throughout the 1950s many graduate programs
allowed for the substitution of Russian to meet foreign-language requirements, and in fall 1958 the
Mechanics Department at the Illinois Institute of Technology became the first program to require
Russian as one of its two language qualifications.25 Meanwhile, chemists ‘constitute[d] the largest
group of students studying Russian’, and self-teaching guides began to appear in major chemical
journals as early as 1944 to meet the demand.26 Already in 1942 Znamensky began offering MIT
students a yearlong course for three hours a week ‘enabling a good student by the end of the year
to read scientific articles in Russian’.27 Debates raged about how much time one had to invest in
learning this reduced, simplified, ‘scientific’ language — or rather, how little. There were three
month courses, 16-week courses (with two one-hour meetings a week) — ‘The important thing is
to avoid spending a great deal of time on non-scientific Russian’ — double courses of two hours
a week with 18-week semesters, and so on.28 As of 1951, when general enrolments in Russian
were declining, 24% of all schools that taught Russian also offered courses on scientific Russian,
and by 1957, of the over 4 000 students taking the language, between 10% and 20% were enrolled

19William B. Edgerton, ‘A Modest Proposal: The Teaching of Russian in America’, Slavic and East European Journal, 6 (1962), 354–72
(357). On rising enrollments, see Sturm (note 15), 179; and David C. Engerman, Know Your Enemy: The Rise and Fall of America’s
Soviet Experts (New York, 2009), 83.

20Alan T. Waterman, ‘Research and the Scholar’, remarks at the dedication of the Price Gilbert Library at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, 20 November 1953, Alan T. Waterman Papers, Library of Congress, Manuscripts and Special Collections, Box 57,
Folder: 1953 Apr.8–Dec.29, p. 13.

21Jacob Chaitkin, ‘The Challenge of Scientific Russian’, Scientific Monthly, 60 (1945), 301–6 (301).
22George A. Znamensky, Elementary Scientific Russian Reader (New York, 1944), v.
23Tolpin, ‘Teaching’ (note 6), 160.
24Lorraine T. Kapitanoff, ‘The Teaching of Technical Russian’, Slavic and East European Journal, 7 (1963), 51–6 (52).
25David Kaiser, ‘The Physics of Spin: Sputnik Politics and American Physicists in the 1950s’, Social Research, 73 (2006), 1225–52
(1239–40); Parry (note 15), 146; Arthur Prudden Coleman, A Report on the Status of Russian and Other Slavic and East European
Languages in the Educational Institutions of the United States, Its Territories, Possessions and Mandates, with Additional Data on
Similar Studies in Canada and Latin America (New York, 1948).

26J. G. Tolpin, ‘The Present Status of Teaching Russian for Scientists’, Modern Language Journal, 33 (1949), 27–30 (27). For self-train-
ing, see James W. Perry, ‘Chemical Russian, Self-Taught’, Journal of Chemical Education, 28 (1944), 393–398.

27E. F. Langley, ‘New Course in Russian’, 8 September 1942, MIT Archives, AC359, Box 1, Folder 1.
28Baklanoff (note 5); R. D. Burke, ‘Some Unique Problems in the Development of Qualified Translators of Scientific Russian’, RAND
Report P-1698 (12 May 1959); Tolpin (note 10), 1143. The quotation comes from Morton Hamermesh to Elmer Hutchisson, 5
December 1956, Niels Bohr Library, Center for the History of Physics, College Park, Maryland, Hutchisson Records 13:30. [Hereafter
NBL.]
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in these specialized courses.29 Textbooks and scientific readers proliferated, ranging from James Per-
ry’s magisterial Scientific Russian to compressed texts that read more like reference manuals than
plausible books for classroom study.30

4. Mr. Dostert’s wondrous device

Léon Dostert was the last person one would have imagined working to replace human translators.31

He was born on 14 May 1904 in Longwy, France, a few kilometres from the Belgian border. When he
was ten, he found his village overrun by German troops in the European cataclysm of the Great War.
As a schoolchild in occupied territory, he was forced to learn German, which he mastered quickly;
when the Germans realized this they set him to work as an interpreter. After the Americans liberated
Longwy, Dostert began to study English, which he likewise soon commanded. The sickly teenager,
weakened by the hardships of wartime, once again translated, and the US soldiers became fond of
him. When his health recovered, a few of them sponsored the boy to study in the United States,
and he enrolled in Pasadena High School in 1921, and then at Occidental College in Los Angeles
three years later. He transferred from Occidental to Georgetown University, and earned his Bache-
lors of Science from the School of Foreign Service in 1928 (and an additional Bachelors of Philosophy
andMasters from Georgetown in 1930 and 1931, respectively). He studied at the Sorbonne for a year,
and began work toward a doctorate at Johns Hopkins University. He was appointed Professor of
French at Georgetown in 1939 and named chair of the Department of Modern Languages.

Dostert had two indisputable gifts: a facility with languages and a talent for getting people to do
him favours. Both would stand him in good stead as Europe — and the world — was once more
engulfed by war. In September 1939, France was again at war with Germany, and Dostert (still a
French citizen), served his tour in the infantry as an Attaché at the French Embassy in Washington,
DC. After the fall of France in July 1940, he spurned the collaborationist Vichy regime and in August
1941 became a US citizen. After Pearl Harbor, Dostert was appointed a Major in the US Army,
served as liaison officer to the Free French General Henri Giraud in North Africa, and was General
Dwight Eisenhower’s French interpreter for the duration of the war.

In 1945, having been decorated by the French, Moroccan, and Tunisian governments, Dostert
(now a colonel) was assigned the onerous task of arranging for simultaneous translation of English,
French, German, and Russian at the Nuremberg war crimes trials. As the story goes, while observing
how distracting it was to have interpreters whispering while others were listening to a speech— and,
even worse, the immense delays of consecutive interpretation — he hit on the idea of sequestering
the interpreters in a booth and piping sound to the parties through headsets. He persuaded Thomas
Watson, Jr., a pre-war acquaintance who would become (in 1952) the second president of IBM, to
have his company donate the equipment for the venture, which became the worldwide standard for
international meetings.32 In 1946, Dostert was asked to do the same for the fledgling United Nations

29Jacob Ornstein, Slavic and East European Studies: Their Development and Status in the Western Hemisphere (Washington, DC, 1957),
21–2.

30For example, James W. Perry, Scientific Russian: A Textbook for Classes and Self-Study (New York, 1950); idem, Chemical Russian,
Self-Taught (Easton, PA, 1948); Noah D. Gershevsky, ed., Scientific Russian Reader: Selected Modern Readings in Chemistry and Phy-
sics (New York, 1948); George E. Condoyannis, Scientific Russian: A Concise Description of the Structural Elements of Scientific and
Technical Russian (New York, 1959); John Turkevich and Ludmilla B. Turkevich, Russian for the Scientist (Princeton, 1959);
C. R. Buxton and H. Sheldon Jackson, Russian for Scientists: A Grammar and Reader (New York, 1960); and V. A. Pertzoff, Translation
of Scientific Russian (New York, [1964]).

31Biographical information is drawn from: R. Ross Macdonald, ‘Léon Dostert’, in Papers in Linguistics in Honor of Léon Dostert, edited
by William M. Austin (The Hague, 1967), 9–14; ‘New Institute of Linguistics’, Georgetown University Alumni Bulletin (Fall 1949), 5,
16; The Lado Years, 1960–1973 (Washington, DC, 1973), 1–2; and Muriel Vasconcellos, ‘The Georgetown Project and Léon Dostert:
Recollections of a Young Assistant’, in Early Years in Machine Translation: Memoirs and Biographies of Pioneers, edited by W. John
Hutchins (Amsterdam, 2000), 87–96.

32Francesca Gaiba, The Origins of Simultaneous Interpretation: The Nuremberg Trial (Ottawa, 1998). On the relationship with Watson,
see Vasconcellos (note 31), 87n. This explains how Dostert would later manage to persuade IBM to donate so much time on a
valuable machine (estimated at not less than $15 000) to his venture. Estimate from Léon Dostert, ‘Report on Academic Devel-
opments, The Institute of Languages and Linguistics, 1952–53, Projected Activities, 1953–54’, 7 October 1953, Georgetown
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in Flushing Meadows, New York, and then ascended the ranks of international translation, moving
to Mexico City in 1948 as Secretary General of the International High Frequency Broadcasting Con-
ference under UN auspices. In 1949 he was called back to Georgetown University as the first director
of the newly created Institute of Languages and Linguistics. And then this polyglot interpreter with
little interest in formal linguistics and no facility with electronics became the key proponent of MT.

Having lived through two world wars, it stands to reason that preventing a third lay at the root of
Dostert’s surprising foray into computing. His Institute, located at 1717 Massachusetts Avenue NW
in Dupont Circle in the American capital, was geographically embedded among Cold War insti-
tutions, and Dostert was convinced that translation was vital to national security. In 1951, in the
Army journal Armor, Dostert questioned the efficacy of force commitments to the newborn
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) precisely on the grounds of linguistic incommensur-
ability: ‘This writer believes that unless the problem of multilingualism inherent in the creation of
an integrated international force is recognized, properly defined and analyzed, and practical action
taken to meet it squarely, we shall fall way short of our potential effectiveness in this important field.’
The linguistic challenges were immense, since committed contingents of ‘co-equal sovereign govern-
ments’ spoke English, French, Dutch, Danish, Norwegian, Italian, Portuguese— and potentially Ice-
landic.33 This was a military debacle in the making. Could the West do better? Within a year of
publishing this article, a silver bullet presented itself.

Like the ColdWar itself, Dostert’s panacea emerged out of the rubble of WorldWar II. During the
war, the calculating machine was turned to a variety of ends (calculating bombing runs, logistics, and
more), but the most glamorous was code-breaking, and it was from this context that MT popped into
the mind of Warren Weaver, the long-serving (1932–55) director of the Division of Natural Sciences
at the Rockefeller Foundation. Drawing from his own wartime experience and a 1947 conversation
with British electrical engineer Andrew Donald Booth, Weaver wrote to MIT polymath Norbert
Wiener — as it happens the son of Leo Weiner, the first professor of the Russian language in the
United States — on 4 March 1947 about the possibility of machine translation, later excerpted in
a memorandum on the question he penned on 15 July 1949 and circulated widely:

Recognizing fully, even though necessarily vaguely, the semantic difficulties because of multiple meanings, etc.,
I have wondered if it were unthinkable to design a computer which would translate. Even if it would translate
only scientific material (where the semantic difficulties are very notably less), and even if it did produce an
inelegant (but intelligible) result, it would seem to me worth while.

Also knowing nothing official about, but having guessed and inferred considerable about, powerful new
mechanized methods in cryptography — methods which I believe succeed even when one does not know
what language has been coded— one naturally wonders if the problem of translation could conceivably be trea-
ted as a problem in cryptography. When I look at an article in Russian, I say: ‘This is really written in English,
but it has been coded in some strange symbols. I will now proceed to decode.’34

There are several points of interest in this passage: the role of the language barrier in complicating
the post-war world order; the emphasis on Russian; and the isolation of scientific texts. All would
become dominant themes of the first decade of MT. Wiener, fluent in several languages, dismissed
the idea as unworkable: ‘I frankly am afraid the boundaries of words in different languages are too
vague and the emotional and international connotations are too extensive to make any quasimecha-
nical translation scheme very hopeful.’35 Others were more receptive, including universal science-
policy maven Vannevar Bush, who responded in October 1949 that ‘I think the job could be done
in a way that would be extraordinarily fascinating.’36

University Archives, School of Languages and Linguistics [hereafter GUA-SLL], 1:1953. I am grateful to Georgetown University
Archives for permission to quote from these materials.

33L. E. Dostert, ‘Languages in Preparedness: Link or Obstacle?’, Armor (May-June 1951), 12–4 (13).
34Reprinted as Warren Weaver, ‘Translation’, in Machine Translation of Languages: Fourteen Essays, edited by William N. Locke and
A. Donald Booth (Cambridge, MA, 1955), 15–23 (18).

35Quoted in Weaver (note 34), 18.
36Quoted in A. Donald Booth and William N. Locke, ‘Historical Introduction’, in Locke and Booth (note 34), 1–14 (4).
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As commander of the resources of a massive philanthropic enterprise, Weaver could afford to
indulge his pet ideas. In 1952 he sponsored the first Conference on Mechanical Translation, held
at Wiener’s own MIT from 17 to 20 June 1952.37 MIT had already appointed Israeli philosopher
Yehoshua Bar-Hillel for a one-year position in this field, and his early papers on MT’s philosophical
and methodological problems proved fundamental.38 Bar-Hillel’s conference brought all of the field’s
advocates together with some who were merely interested in the subject. (At this point, the total bib-
liography of works related to MT comprised under two-dozen research reports and publications.) A
somewhat surprising attendee was Léon Dostert.

It is unclear why the organizers thought to invite Dostert. His five-year plan for the Institute of
Languages and Linguistics submitted in 1952, three years after Weaver’s memorandum, made no
mention of machine translation, and yet by the end of that proposed time-frame (1958), Georgetown
would have the largest MT program in the country.39 No written text of his presentation, entitled
‘Ordinary Translation and Machine Translation’, survives, but a participant recalled that Dostert
drew on his experiences at Nuremberg and the United Nations to present the perspective of
human translation, describing ‘systems employed in setting up efficient simultaneous translation sys-
tems and also rapid printed translations in international gatherings. These systems were remarkably
similar in their organization to machine organization for computer application. He confessed that he
came to the Conference as a skeptic’.40

He did not stay one long. ‘The experience and impressions gained at that conference’, he later
recalled, ‘led me to the conclusion that, for a plausible approach to the general problem, one
would have to accept as a first postulate that the primary difficulty is really a linguistic one’. A second
conclusion followed: ‘[R]ather than attempt to resolve theoretically a rather vast segment of the pro-
blem, it would be more fruitful to make an actual experiment, limited in scope but significant in
terms of broader implications.’ It was thus easy to see that ‘[t]he Georgetown-I.B.M. experiment
was, in a sense, a direct result of this meeting’.41 Dostert pitched the idea for a machine demon-
stration at the conference itself, suggesting, as one participant recalled, ‘the early creation of a
pilot machine or of pilot machines proving to the world not only the possibility, but also the practi-
cality of MT’.42

The MT community was, from the beginning ‘well aware of the linguistic and engineering pro-
blems involved’, as Erwin Reifler put it, and did not proceed ‘in blissful ignorance of the manifold
difficulties of the task’.43 Those difficulties were legion: How did you organize a dictionary given
the limited amount of storage available on magnetic drums? Should you insert an entry for every
morphologically different form of a verb (‘think’/‘thinks’), or create some algorithm to perform
the transformations (but then how to account for the irregular past tense ‘thought’)? Could you
codify rules for transpositions of word order? What about the omission of features of the source
language (like the Russian particles ‘жe’ and ‘ли’) which did not have counterparts in English? Or
the inclusion of features in the target language absent in the source (such as definite and indefinite
articles, which Russian lacks)? Would texts have to be simplified in advance by a native speaker of the
source language, to eliminate lexical and syntactic ambiguities (‘pre-editing’)? Or would you need to
rely on a native speaker of the target language to fix the output (‘post-editing’)? From the very first

37For the program, see ‘M.I.T. Conference on Mechanical Translation, June 17 – June 20, 1952 Program’, MIT Archives, AC359, Box 2,
Folder: Machine Translation Conf.-1952. This conference immediately followed one on electronic speech analysis, the other tech-
nological-linguistic hybrid that occupied MIT’s marginalized Department of Modern Languages during the 1950s.

38Bar-Hillel, ‘Some Linguistic Problems Connected with Machine Translation’, Philosophy of Science, 20 (1953), 217–25; idem,
‘Machine Translation’, Computers and Automation, 2, no. 5 (1953), 1–6; idem, ‘Can Translation Be Mechanized?’, American Scientist,
42 (1954), 248–60; and idem, ‘The Present State of Research on Mechanical Translation’, American Documentation, 2 (1951), 229–
37.

39Léon Dostert, ‘Development Plan for the Institute of Languages and Linguistics, 1953–1958’, 31 December 1952, GUA-SLL 1:1952.
40A. C. Reynolds, Jr., ‘The Conference on Mechanical Translation Held at M.I.T., June 17–20, 1952’, Mechanical Translation, 1, no. 3
(1954), 47–55 (48).

41Dostert, ‘The Georgetown-I.B.M. Experiment’, in Locke and Booth (note 34), 124–35 (125).
42Erwin Reifler, ‘The First Conference on Mechanical Translation’,Mechanical Translation, 1, no. 2 (1954), 23–32, (27, 31 [quotation]).
43Erwin Reifler, ‘The Mechanical Determination of Meaning’, in Locke and Booth (note 34), 136–64 (136).
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publication on MT in 1951, these issues were hashed out practically and theoretically, on computers
and on paper.44

MT as a field was torn by serious debates about almost every assumption and approach, but there
were two areas of conspicuous agreement: almost all programs focused on Russian, and most of those
stressed scientific and technological texts. This was a direct consequence of the widespread attention
given to ‘scientific Russian’. If you had to focus on the Soviets because the sponsors wanted it, then
you must target scientific Russian, since it was the only sort that was tractable. Most researchers
would echo Kenneth Harper’s assertion in 1953 — a year before the Georgetown-IBM experiment
— that ‘[i]t is only within this limited sphere of “scientific Russian” that our mechanistic and perhaps
naive approach is valid’.45

We can see the influence of this conception of scientific Russian throughout the construction of
the protocol for the Georgetown-IBM experiment.46 Before actually approaching a machine, Dostert
arranged a human simulation. A computer would not ‘understand’ the text, so humans had to
approximate that state. Hence, the ‘Card Test’:

This involved giving to individuals who did not know the source language, Russian, sentences in that language
written in Romanized script. They were directed in writing to go through a look-up, not only of lexical items but
of the syntactic manipulations as well. The look-up was based on instructions reduced to strictly mechanical
terms rather than ‘thinking’ operations. The subjects were able to take a sentence presented to them in Roma-
nized Russian and to come up, by going through instructions a machine could follow, with a correct English
rendition of the Russian sentences. True, it took them from 10 to 15 minutes to achieve the translation of a
10 to 15 word sentence. But the significant fact is that, without knowing the Russian language, and, therefore,
without contributing anything except their ability to look up, which is what the computer is capable of doing,
they came out with the correct English version.47

By this method, Garvin and Dostert isolated the rules of syntax that were minimally necessary to
rendering the Russian as English, eventually settling on six basic operations (‘rule-tags’).48 Yet, in
determining the syntactic patterns that could be handled by the machine, the linguists in turn
became constrained to select input sentences that could be processed using those rules and only
those rules, a tiny subset of the over one hundred rules they expected to be necessary to handle arbi-
trary samples of scientific Russian.

The Georgetown-IBM setup was designed to move from Russian into English without an ‘inter-
lingua’ to handle semantic features. (It could not be applied in reverse, to undo the English and yield
up the Russian.) The grammar rules were tagged to individual words in the dictionary. Each of the
250 Russian words had up to three numerical codes attached to it: the Program Initiating Diacritic
(PID), and the two Choice Determining Diacritics (CDD1 and CDD2). Those codes defined a binary
decision tree so that the program could select between two dictionary definitions (no word in Dos-
tert’s dictionary had more than two definitions, and many had only one), or between retaining the
word order or inverting it. For example, if the PID of a word was ‘121’. then the computer should
scan the following complete sentence word and see whether its CDD1 was ‘221’ or ‘222’. If the for-
mer, it should select the first English equivalent in the dictionary; if the latter, the second. If the PID

44Victor A. Oswald, Jr., and Stuart L. Fletcher, Jr., ‘Proposals for the Mechanical Resolution of German Syntax Patterns’, Modern
Languages Forum, 36 (1951), 81–104.

45Kenneth Harper, ‘The Mechanical Translation of Russian: A Preliminary Study’, Modern Language Forum, 38, no. 3–4 (1953), 12–29
(12). For the Soviet view of the same issue, see I. K. Belskaja, ‘Machine Translation of Languages’, Research, 10 (1957), 383–9 (383).

46Regrettably, we have no detailed description of how the experiment actually worked, much less a copy of the computer code—
at least I was unable to uncover anything like this in the thirteen boxes of (completely unsorted) machine-translation papers at
the Georgetown University Archives [hereafter GUA-MTP]. The closest is Paul Garvin’s April 1953 articulation of his plan of attack:
‘Statement of Opinion Concerning Machine Translation’, 14 April 1953, GUA-MTP. Historical accounts must rely on the rather
vague presentation in Dostert (note 41) and the more technical but retrospective 1967 presentation by Garvin, ‘The George-
town-IBM Experiment of 1954: An Evaluation in Retrospect’, in Austin (note 31), 46–56. The best available reconstruction
(although still speculative) is Hutchins (note 3).

47Dostert, ‘An Experiment in Mechanical Translation: Aspects of the General Problem’, August 1954, GUA-SLL 1:7–12/1954, p.7.
48Peter Sheridan, ‘Research in Language Translation on the IBM Type 701’, IBM Technical Newsletter, 9 (1955), 5–24 (5). See also
Garvin (note 46), 50.
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was ‘131’, was the CDD2 ‘23’? If so, select the second English equivalent in the dictionary and retain
the word order; if it was not, select the first equivalent and invert the word order.49 There are obvious
limitations to this system: the assumption that all choices could be reduced to two; the redundant
coding required of every single dictionary term; the absence of negative particles or compound
and interrogative sentences; and the ability to scan only one word forward and one word backward,
rendering it unable to deal with complex inversions or rearrangements of adjectival phrases.50

Nonetheless, the result was impressive. Romanized Russian sentences (using a rather idiosyn-
cratic transliteration system) were rendered on punch cards and then run through the machine.
Here is a selection of the sentences with their rendered translations from the 7 January 1954
demonstration:

KRAXMAL VIRABATIVAYETSYA MYEKHANYICHYESKYIM PUTYEM YIZ KARTOFYELYA
Starch is produced by mechanical methods from potatoes.
VYELYICHYINA UGLYA OPRYEDYELYAYETSYA OTNOSHYENYIYEM DLYINI DUGI K

RADYIUSU
Magnitude of angle is determined by the relation of length of arc to radius.
MI PYERYEDAYEM MISLYI POSRYEDSTVOM RYECHYI
We transmit thoughts by means of speech.
DYINAMYIT PRYIGOTOVLYAYETSYA XYIMYICHYESKYIM PROTSYESSOM YIZ NYITROGLYIT-

SYERYINA S PRYIMYESIYU YINYERTNIX SOYEDYINYENYIY
Dynamite is prepared by chemical process from nitroglycerine with admixture of inert compounds.51

In January 1954, and even today, this was amazing.

5. Boom

Amazement was precisely what Dostert was banking on. Within five months of the demonstration he
was pitching his system to the Navy, the National Security Agency, and other organizations.52 His
ambitions were enormous, especially judged on the scale of contemporary linguistics: ‘The plan,
as now conceived, would involve the assignment of four part-time senior research consultants
and eight to ten full-time junior research workers to do the linguistic processing; consultation
with experts in various related fields, as required; and occasional testing on existing instruments
of the language material as it becomes processed.’ If someone could supply $125 000 (over $1 million
in 2014 dollars), Dostert believed that within 12–18 months ‘the language data processed would per-
mit the handling of a considerable amount of technical translation and would afford valuable experi-
ence for designing of an electronic instrument specifically built to handle language translation’.53

Dostert only found a suitable patron in 1956, and it happened because of news from Moscow. In
1954, Aleksei Liapunov, the Soviet Union’s leading figure of cybernetics — the science of feedback
and control that had been pioneered by MT-skeptic Norbert Wiener — was leafing through Refer-
ativnyi zhurnal, a new Soviet journal of scientific abstracts, when he came across an interesting
report about the Georgetown-IBM experiment. He could read English and obtained the original
article, wrote some memoranda, and organized a group of researchers at the Steklov Institute of
the Academy of Sciences. In addition to Liapunov’s own program, which focused mainly on trans-
lating French into Russian, another was established by Dmitrii Iu. Panov at the Institute of Precision
Mechanics and Computing Technology, emphasizing English-to-Russian direct translation. Panov
even visited IBM headquarters in New York to observe the 701 in action, and commissioned a

49Sheridan (note 48), 17.
50Michael Zarechnak, ‘The Early Days of GAT-SLC’, in Hutchins (note 31), 111–28 (112); and Zarechnak, ‘The History of Machine
Translation’, in Machine Translation, edited by Bożena Henisz-Dostert, R. Ross Macdonald, and Michael Zarechnak (The Hague,
1979), 1–87 (24).

51Undated 2-page typescript, entitled ‘A Sample of Russian Sentences translated by the IBM Type-701 Data Processing Machines,
together with the English translations’, GUA-SLL 1:1–6/1954.

52Léon E. Dostert to Director of the Mathematical Sciences Division at the office of the Chief of Naval Research, 25 May 1954, GUA-
SLL 1:1–6/1954; Rear Admiral and Navy Chief of Staff L. H. Frost to Edward B. Bunn SJ, 21 July 1954, GUA-SLL 1:7–12/1954.

53L. E. Dostert, ‘Outline for Extension of Research on Mechanical Translation’, 6 July 1954, GUA-SLL 1:7–12/1954.
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detailed account by two computer scientists of what was known about the experiment for the major
journal of Soviet linguistics.54 He and his colleagues were even permitted to publish a high-profile
review of their work in Pravda, the Party’s central newspaper.55

The first Soviet publications on MT began to appear in late 1955. Just three years later, a confer-
ence in Moscow drew 340 representatives from 79 different institutions (21 of these were ensconced
within the Academy of Sciences) to hear 70 presentations. Later conferences were larger still, doc-
umenting widespread research on at least twenty different language pairs. By 1964, Yehoshua
Bar-Hillel without hesitation declared the Soviet Union ‘the leading country of MT’.56 Soviet and
Western programming strategies began to diverge. The most significant difference was the Soviet
separation of the program ‘into two fundamental parts — analysis and synthesis’, parsing the sen-
tence first and then demanding a different protocol to render the root stems and endings into
inflected form.57 The Soviets also pioneered the development of ‘interlingua’ programs, which ren-
dered source material into an abstract ‘universal’ language which could then be rendered into several
other languages by independent protocols.58

Léon Dostert noted with great satisfaction (and even greater understatement) in 1957 that pub-
licity of Soviet experiments on their BESM machine ‘was not unrelated to a renewal of interest and
support for work in MT in the United States. In June of 1956 Georgetown University received a sub-
stantial grant [$100 000] from the National Science Foundation to undertake intensive research for
the translation of Russian scientific materials into English. This grant has been renewed for a second
year of continued research’.59 The push-me-pull-you character of the ‘MT race’ between American
and Soviet programs was an open secret among the global community of researchers. Anthony Oet-
tinger, who led Harvard University’s program, later described it as ‘a kind of amiable conspiracy to
extract money from their respective governments, playing each other off with various “experiments”
and “demonstrations” that sometimes bordered on fraud’.60

The 1956–66 boom in machine translation can be traced to Dostert and his connections. He met
his greatest patron— Alan Dulles— during the war, while working alongside the Office of Strategic
Services, America’s intelligence organization. In 1956, after the Office of Naval Research and Army
Intelligence had declined to fund MT, Dulles came through in a big way. Three years earlier, Dulles
had become the head of the CIA in the new administration of President Dwight Eisenhower. Dulles
wanted to know what the Soviets were doing, he had far too few Russophone analysts, and ‘Léon’
claimed he could make this happen through his machines.61 This was something Dulles was willing
to pay for.

Although not, at first, entirely openly. Dostert had pitched an apparently very modest goal to the
NSF in 1956: ‘To focus research for the purpose of achieving, mechanically, as complete translation

54V. P. Berkov and B. A. Ershov, ‘O popytkakh mashinnogo perevoda’, Voprosy iazykoznaniia, no. 6 (November-December 1955),
145–8. On the visit to New York, see Hurd (note 1), 406. On Liapunov’s group, see A. I. Mikhailov, A. I. Chernyi, and
R. S. Giliarevskii, Osnovy nauchnoi informatsii (Moscow, 1965), 242–3; and Olga S. Kulagina, ‘Pioneering MT in the Soviet
Union’, in Hutchins (note 31), 197–204 (197). On Soviet cybernetics, see Slava Gerovitch, From Newspeak to Cyberspeak: A History
of Soviet Cybernetics (Cambridge, MA, 2002).

55D. Panov, I. Mukhin, and I. Bel’skaia, ‘Mashina perevodit s odnogo iazyka na drugoi’, Pravda, no. 22 (13685) (22 January 1956), 4.
56Yehoshua Bar-Hillel, Language and Information: Selected Essays on Their Theory and Application (Reading, MA, 1964), 181. For sur-
veys of Soviet research in this period, see Belskaja (note 45); Kenneth E. Harper, ‘Soviet Research in Machine Translation’, in Pro-
ceedings of the National Symposium on Machine Translation: Held at the University of California, Los Angeles, February 2–5, 1960,
edited by H. P. Edmundson (Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1961), 2–12; Anthony G. Oettinger, ‘A Survey of Soviet Work on Automatic
Translation’, Mechanical Translation, 5, no. 3 (December 1958), 101–10; and W. J. Hutchins, Machine Translation: Past, Present,
Future (Chichester, 1986), chapter 6.

57G. P. Zelenkevich, L. N. Korolev, and S. P. Razumovskii, ‘Opyty avtomaticheskogo perevoda na elektronnoi vychislitel’noi mashine
BESM’, Priroda, no. 8 (1956), 81–5 (82).

58Sylvie Archaimbault and Jacqueline Léon, ‘La langue intermédiaire dans la traduction automatique en URSS (1954–1960)’, Histoire
Épistémologie Langage, 19, no. 2 (1997), 105–32.

59L. E. Dostert, ‘Certain Aspects and Objectives of Research in Machine Translation’, undated [1957], GUA-MTP, 2–3. See also Leon
Dostert, ‘Brief History of Machine Translation Research’, in Eighth Annual Round Table Meeting on Linguistics and Language Studies
(Washington, DC, 1957), 3–10 (4).

60Oettinger, ‘Machine Translation at Harvard’, in Hutchins (note 31), 73–86 (80).
61Zarechnak (note 50), 113.
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as possible from Russian into English in the field of chemistry, primarily organic.’ Basing themselves
on texts from the Journal of general chemistry (Zhurnal obshchei khimii), the most important Soviet
chemical publication, Dostert’s team of researchers ‘will aim at the presentation of unedited Russian
texts at the input and strive to achieve semantically accurate translation in English at the output,
although the output material may require stylistic editing if this is found to simplify the storage pro-
blem’. He expanded his earlier plan, now proposing to hire seven linguists, eight linguistic research
assistants, five Russian-to-English translator-lexicographers, six bilingual clerical assistants, a bilin-
gual secretary, and an administrative secretary, for a budget of $103 850 (over $850 000 in 2013 dol-
lars).62 Dostert made sure the award received wide publicity, both in Georgetown publications and in
Washington newspapers.63 What the reports did not say was that a good deal of this money was CIA
cash funnelled through the NSF. The NSF numbers from 1956 through 1958 were $100 000, $125
000, and then $186 000— $305 000 of which was from the CIA— with subsequent direct CIA infu-
sions without the NSF middleman totalling $1 314 869 (over $9.7 million in 2014 dollars). This was
by far the largest award of funds for MT to any institution in the United States, and by 1962 George-
town’s publicity team openly acknowledged CIA sponsorship.64 When questioned by a Congres-
sional committee about these sums in 1960, both the anonymous CIA witness (almost certainly
Paul Howerton, a one-time MT skeptic who became CIA case officer for the project) and Dostert
defended these astonishing numbers by laconically noting that the Soviet Union was even more
heavily invested in MT than the Americans were.65

Dostert built up an MT program at Georgetown commensurate with these sums, unheard-of for
almost any project outside of nuclear physics or public health. The linguistic results were promising.
For example, the rules for adding direct articles to plural nouns in chemistry texts applied about 80%
of the time— which seemed pretty good.66 In the meantime, the coding continued apace. By the end
of the decade, 85 000 more terms in organic chemistry had been keypunched, composed of about 8
000 distinct words, which reduced to 3 200 entries. Labour costs became a concern, and Dostert
rented commercial space in Frankfurt, Germany, in 1960, recruiting 200 keypunch operators for
$80/month, a quarter of the American wage.67 Dostert won the coveted contract to translate Russian
atomic-energy documents into English for both the Atomic Energy Commission at Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee, and for EURATOM in Ispra, Italy.68

Not surprisingly, Dostert’s apparent success sparked resentment from the rest of the MT commu-
nity. When A. D. Booth andWilliam Locke published the proceedings of the 1952 MIT conference in
1955, Dostert’s essay had been the only one to receive a cautionary editorial footnote: ‘Its inclusion in
this book reflects the editors’ desire to cover all aspects of the application of machines to translation
and should not be taken as indicating their acceptance of all the author’s views.’69 Anthony Oettinger
would later recollect Dostert as ‘a great conversationalist[…], but as a researcher I was unsure about
him, whether he was just a figurehead or whether he was a bit of a fraud — the Georgetown MT
demonstrations seemed always to be contrived; they made impressive publicity for the sponsors,
but they soured the atmosphere by raising expectations that nobody could possibly fulfil’.70 Booth
would later conflate a blatantly fraudulent 1961 demonstration at a conference in Teddington by

62L. E. Dostert to Alberto Thompson, 17 April 1956, GUA-SLL, 1:1–4/1956. Emphasis in original.
63James Clayton, ‘Device to Translate Foreign Science Data’, Washington Post and Times Herald (30 July 1956), 19.
64Vasconcellos (note 31), 88. See the year-by-year breakdown by funding agency and scholarly institution in Automatic Language
Processing Advisory Committee (hereafter ALPAC), Language and Machines: Computers in Translation and Linguistics (Washington,
DC, 1966), 107–10; and R. Ross Macdonald, General Report, 1952–1963 (Washington, DC, 1963), v. On publicity, see ‘Machine
Translation Tests Are Sponsored by CIA’, Georgetown Record, 11, no. 4 (January 1962), 1.

65US House of Representatives, Committee on Science and Astronautics, Research on Mechanical Translation, 86th Congress, second
session, Serial d, House Report No. 2021 (Washington, DC, 1960), 11–2.

66Dr. S. Glazer, ‘Article Requirements of Plural Nouns in Russian Chemistry Texts’, Seminar Work Paper MT-42, 1957, GUA-MTP.
67Dostert, ‘Georgetown University Machine Translation Project: Proposal for Extension and Expansion of Research, 1961–1962’, 1
December 1959, GUA-SLL 1:1959; Macdonald (note 69), 212; Brown (note 71), 131–2.

68Martin Kay, ‘Automatic Translation of Natural Languages’, Daedalus, 102 (1973), 217–30 (218–9).
69Dostert (note 41), 124n.
70Oettinger (note 60), 79.
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Georgetown researcher Ariadne Lukjanow with the 1954 demonstration, gleefully dismissing Dostert
as ‘one of the less esteemed members of the American MT community’.71 MT colleague Winifred
Lehmann was overheard describing him as ‘a wart on the field of linguistics’.72

Yet Dostert’s rising tide lifted all boats: the more he stumped for MT, the more grant money flowed
to everyone. The National Defense Education Act, passed on 2 September 1958 as a response to Sput-
nik, specifically indicated that the NSF ‘undertake programs to develop new or improved methods,
including mechanized systems for making scientific information available’.73 By 1960, five separate
governmental agencies — NSF, CIA, the Army, Navy, and Air Force — were funding mechanical
translation, subcontracting practical test runs to the Bureau of Standards and other organizations.

The pattern across the decade can be seen mirrored in a venture coming out of MIT. In 1954, the
same year of the Georgetown-IBM experiment, Victor Yngve and William Locke established MT
(Machine Translation) in Cambridge as the first journal exclusively devoted to this topic. Early issues
were composed on an electric typewriter in Locke’s office, but were eventually moved to a commer-
cial compositor. MT could only sustain that change with page charges, which the granting agencies
were happy to subsidize. In June 1962, a professional society for MT was founded, at which point the
irregularMT had already published 52 articles and 187 abstracts in its total of 532 pages. It moved to
Chicago with Yngve, and then to University of Chicago Press, but the costs proved too great and the
journal foundered in 1970.74 The story of MT is the story of MT in miniature: high hopes in 1954,
massive grants, and then, around 1965, a precipitous collapse.

6. Bust

According to the science press in the 1950s, MT played the starring role in the drama of Cold War
scientific languages. As the decade progressed, however, a bit player began to assume an ever greater
share of the lines: direct human translation of Russian articles into English. The idea behind training
Americans to read scientific Russian was, of course, to turn each scientist into his own translator;
translation journals were supposed to be a stopgap. From a one-journal venture begun by Earl Max-
well Coleman’s Consultant’s Bureau in 1949, within twelve years, backed by massive NSF support,
there were 85 cover-to-cover journals produced in the USA alone.75

When Léon Dostert organized his program around a corpus of texts in organic chemistry, he
selected the Journal of general chemistry of the USSR, the first of Coleman’s cover-to-cover projects.
It provided him with a ready corpus of English versions of Russian originals, so he could keypunch in
bilingual terms and then work out the grammar algorithm. Cover-to-cover enterprises worked hand-
in-glove with MT, obviating the need to develop translations from scratch. Yet very soon, Dostert
realized that the ‘English-language version was found to be inadequate for machine translation pur-
poses and two persons were assigned the task of preparing a standardized translation which would be
free of stylistic idiosyncrasies and as consistent as possible’. Precisely because the Journal was trans-
lated by different people working separately, syntactic and lexical correspondences were not standar-
dized, and Georgetown researchers now understood that ‘the problem involved in producing a
translation especially suited to the purposes of machine translation is largely one of consistency’.76

71Andrew D. Booth and Kathleen H. V. Booth, ‘The Beginnings of MT’, in Hutchins (note 31), 253–61 (255). Hutchins, in an editorial
footnote, corrects the misconception. On Lukjanow, see Hutchins (note 3), 29n54.

72Peter Toma, ‘From SERNA to SYSTRAN’, in Hutchins (note 31), 135–45 (138). For Lehmann, see the quotation in Vasconcellos (note
31), 91.

73Section 901 of Public Law 85–864, quoted in US House of Representatives (note 65), 3.
74Victor H. Yngve, ‘Early Research at M.I.T.: In Search of Adequate Theory’, in Hutchins (note 31), 39–72 (50–51).
75On the history of cover-to-cover translation, see Kaiser (note 25); and A. Tybulewicz, ‘Cover-to-Cover Translations of Soviet Scien-
tific Journals’, Aslib Proceedings, 22 (1970), 55–62 (56). The work was often outsourced abroad, with several NSF sponsored pub-
lications produced through foreign-currency exchange programs, such as a series of Russian journals translated by the Israel
Program for Scientific Translations (IPST), founded in 1959, a decade after Coleman’s venture and at the peak of American enthu-
siasm for this publishing option.

76Dostert (note 59), 7.
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If only consistency had been the sole problem. Dissidents began to emerge within the heart of the
community by the late 1950s. By far the most powerful assault came from none other than Yehoshua
Bar-Hillel, the Israeli philosopher who had convened the conference at MIT back in 1952. In 1958,
Bar-Hillel undertook a tour of all the major Western MT institutes — with especial attention to
Georgetown, for ‘[t]here exists no other group in the United States, or in England for that matter,
which has been working on such a broad front’ — finding an industry with between 200 and 250
people working full time with an annual outlay of roughly $3 million. Six years earlier, there had
been the equivalent of roughly three full-time researchers working on the question, with a total bud-
get of $10 000, and the only individual working exclusively on MT had been himself. In 1960 he pub-
lished a revised version of his working paper about this tour, with the conclusion that ‘fully
automatic, high-quality translation (FAHQT)’, the stated goal of most research programs, was
impossible, ‘not only in the near future but altogether’. Language could not be reduced to algorithmic
rules, because humans constantly imported semantic context. His chief example was the difference
between ‘The box is in the pen’ and ‘The pen is in the box’. We intuitively know that the term ‘pen’ in
the first sentence probably is a place with animals, and in the latter might be a writing implement; in
both instances, we apply our contextual knowledge of relative size — something a computer could
not do. His sweeping condemnation did not spare scientific language: ‘Fully automatic, high quality
translation is not a reasonable goal, not even for scientific texts.’77

In May 1960, Congress convened hearings on machine translation, and summoned Dostert. In Sep-
tember 1959, Dostert had resigned as director of the Institute of Languages and Linguistics so he could
devote all of his time to MT.78 In short order, he had developed an operational system: Georgetown
Automatic Translation, or GAT. In 1964, Georgetown delivered GAT to the US Atomic Energy Com-
mission and to EURATOM. EURATOM deployed it until 1976, when it was replaced by SYSTRAN,
while the Americans kept using GAT until at least 1979. TheMT community tended to be rather acerbic
about the system; one later analyst complained that ‘[t]here was no true linguistic theory underlying the
GAT design; and, given the state of the art in computer science, there was no underlying computational
theory either’.79 Yet its end-users were happy about what they got: 92% of users at Oak Ridge and Ispra
considered the results ‘good’ or ‘acceptable’, and 96% said they would recommend MT to a colleague.80

The results were not impressive to everyone. GAT’s output still required post-editing by a subject
specialist, although not necessarily one with knowledge of Russian. To those who expected miracles
in the wake of the Georgetown-IBM experiment, this was disappointing. Dostert marched across
town with his team in tow and dazzled the Congressional subcommittee with tales of progress, as
well as another demonstration — a spot-translation of a random chemical text — which the system
mostly passed (though it admittedly took the evaluator four times as long to read the translation as
an equivalent English-language text).81 Dostert had other aces in the hole: two of the Representatives
examining him were Georgetown alumni, and one had been his own student.82 Federal funding for
Georgetown was continued for three more years. Then, in 1963, the CIA withdrew all funds from
Georgetown’s MT program, for reasons that are still not entirely clear, and that same year Dostert
left Georgetown for his alma mater, Occidental College.83

77Bar-Hillel, ‘The Present Status of Automatic Translation of Languages’, Advances in Computing, 1 (1960), 91–163 (109, 94, 135).
78Edward B. Bunn SJ to Rev. Brian A. McGrath SJ and Deans and Regents of Various Schools, 23 September 1959, GUA-SLL 1:1959.
79Jonathan Slocum, ‘A Survey of Machine Translation: Its History, Current Status, and Future Prospects’, Computational Linguistics
11, no. 1 (1985),1–17 (4). See also Kay (note 68), 219.

80W. J. Hutchins, ‘Machine Translation and Machine-Aided Translation’, Journal of Documentation, 34, no. 2 (June 1978), 119–59
(126).

81The evaluator’s verdict: ‘In brief, the translation can be understood by a chemist thoroughly familiar with the subject under dis-
cussion. A competent chemist can from a study of the chemical formulas, reconstruct many of the chemical terms which appear
to be a cross between a translation and a transliteration.’ Quoted in US House of Representatives (note 65), 48.

82Vasconcellos (note 31), 94–5.
83Ross Macdonald assumed control of the Georgetown program, and it was reintegrated with the Institute of Languages and Lin-
guistics. ‘MT Research at Georgetown’, The Finite String, 2, no. 6 (June 1965), 4.
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In April 1964, Leland Haworth, director of the NSF, requested the National Academy of Sciences
to assemble an Automatic Languages Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) ‘to advise the
Department of Defense, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the National Science Foundation on
research and development in the general field of mechanical translation of foreign languages’.
Chaired by John R. Pierce of Bell Laboratories and composed of leading specialists in computer
science and linguistics, ALPAC examined the various funded MT programs and observed a distinct
lack of progress — measured by the actual translation of texts from Russian into English. The com-
mittee concluded that it was more economical to have specialists invest the short amount of time to
come up to speed in Russian. When that failed, commissioning specific translations was cost-effec-
tive. ‘There is no emergency in the field of translation’, they concluded. ‘The problem is not to meet
some nonexistent need through nonexistent machine translation.’

The prime evidence for the ‘nonexistence’ of MT was, ironically, the very success of the George-
town-IBM experiment. After providing examples of three execrable translations by different systems
of a single Russian passage, the report observed that ‘[t]he reader will find it instructive to compare
the samples above with the results obtained on simple, or selected, text 10 years earlier (the George-
town IBM Experiment, January 7, 1954) in that the earlier samples are more readable than the later
ones’. The problem with the Georgetown sentences was that they had been too good: ‘Early machine
translations of simple or selected text, such as those given above, were as deceptively encouraging as
“machine translations” of general scientific text have been uniformly discouraging.’84 Notice the
word ‘deceptively’. Dostert’s very showmanship had sown the seeds of the collapse.

And collapse it was; seven years after the report’s publication in 1966, a survey of the field
depicted a wasteland.85 In 1965, the Association of Machine Translation and Computational Lin-
guistics took over the journal MT, adding and Computational Linguistics to its title; three years
later, it removed ‘Machine Translation’ from its own name, and closed the journal down in
1970.86 The ripples spread across the Iron Curtain as well, as one of the leading researchers of
MT in the Soviet Union recalled:

The effect of the ALPAC report in 1966 was as great in the Soviet Union as in the United States. Many projects
were not funded any more; machine translation went into decline. The authorities had seen the ALPAC docu-
ments and concluded that if the Americans did not think it worthwhile to support MT, if they did not think
there was any hope of MT, then nor should we.87

MT as a field would not begin to really recover until the 1980s. Léon Dostert would not live to see it.
He died suddenly on 1 September 1971, while at a conference in Bucharest, Romania.

7. Conclusion

Despite the obviously American features of both MT and cover-to-cover translation — the mounds
of Cold War money, the insistent focus on Soviet science, the overwhelming emphasis on English—
the latter venture proved more durable than the former in large part because of factors outside the
United States. In 1954, Frances Coleman explained that had the Journal of general chemistry of the
USSR been forced to rely only on domestic markets, it would never have survived. ‘[B]ut then sub-
scriptions and inquiries began to trickle in from Holland, France, India, Japan, and elsewhere. We
realized that these translations would serve a purpose — and have a market — not only in Eng-
lish-speaking countries as we had envisaged, but also in any country where there were chemists
who could not read Russian and could read English’, she noted. ‘At the end of our first year more

84ALPAC (note 64), iii, 16, 23–4.
85Kay (note 68); Slocum (note 79), 1. See also Zarechnak (note 50), 57, 86.
86William N. Locke, ‘Machine Translation’, in Subject and Information Analysis, edited by Eleanor D. Dym (New York, 1985), 124–153
(137).

87Igor A. Mel’čuk, ‘Machine Translation and Formal Linguistics in the USSR’, in Hutchins (note 31), 204–26 (221). On the negative
international ramifications of ALPAC, which seemed to exclude only France, see Hutchins (note 56), 167.
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than half of our subscriptions were going to non-English speaking countries.’88 At that early date—
the same year as the Georgetown-IBM experiment, Consultant’s Bureau was sending the journal to
seventeen countries, which represented eleven different native languages. The American Institute of
Physics, who took up the mantle of cover-to-cover translation in mid-decade, found the same thing:
by 1965 one third of their subscriptions came from outside the United States.89

This was a consequential difference from MT, which focused entirely on the production of texts
and not on the consumers who would read them. Publishers of cover-to-cover journals worried from
the beginning about generating demand. MT’s dependence on state support meant that when
ALPAC gave the granting agencies an excuse to pull the plug, there was nothing to fall back on.
Léon Dostert’s dream of conquering scientific Babel foundered. Meanwhile, the translation journals
spread abroad. If you were a scientist in Pakistan, or Italy, or Brazil, you knew you had to follow both
American and Soviet science. Yet instead of learning two languages, the Americans had made it poss-
ible to get by entirely on English. Alongside many other processes— easy air travel, decolonization of
the British Empire, postdoctoral fellowships in the United States, and more — English became
increasingly prevalent as the default language of science, a phenomenon historians of science are
only beginning to tackle.90 With cover-to-cover journals, there was an additional irony: non-Anglo-
phone scientists learned English not instead of learning what the Soviets were doing, but as a means
to learning what the Soviets were doing. Thus, in the aftermath of the Second World War, a series of
unrelated processes related to understanding Soviet science helped continue the transition toward a
global monopoly of English as a language of science, aspects of which can be seen in unearthing the
now largely-forgotten Georgetown-IBM experiment.

88Quoted in ‘Hurdling the Language Barrier’, Chemical & Engineering News, 32 (1954), 5158–5159 (5158).
89Robert T. Beyer, ‘Hurdling the Language Barrier’, Physics Today (January 1965), 46–52 (48, 50).
90On the vast topic of global English in the sciences, see Gordin (note 4); The Dominance of English as a Language of Science: Effects
on Other Languages and Language Communities, edited by Ulrich Ammon (Berlin, 2001); and Scott L. Montgomery, Does Science
Need a Global Language?: English and the Future of Research (Chicago, 2013).
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